DISCLAIMER

1. GENERAL
Upon the visit of the website of ERNST GROB AG, Männedorf and its subsidiaries (here-in after “ERNST GROB AG”) the visitor agrees to the provisions below without reservation.

2. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
The contents of the website of ERNST GROB AG were established carefully. However, ERNST GROB AG cannot warrant liability that these contents are accurate, complete and up to date. It disclaims any and all liability in connection with this website. ERNST GROB AG in particular disclaims any and all liability that this website is flawless and free of damaging objects such as viruses.

The website of ERNST GROB AG contains links to third-party websites, but ERNST GROB AG has no bearing on those websites. ERNST GROB AG cannot warrant for and disclaims any and all liability regarding such third-party websites.

3. PROTECTION OF COPYRIGHTS AND TRADEMARK RIGHTS
Visitors of the website of ERNST GROB AG have to assume that all elements the website of ERNST GROB AG contains, e.g. its words, pictures or sounds, are subject to copyright and/or trademark law, and that visitors are allowed to download these elements for private use only. Particularly, visitors may not distribute, reproduce, emit, modify or use these elements in other ways for commercial purposes.

4. REFERENCES TO PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
No legally binding offer, but only an offer without obligation is made if the website of ERNST GROB AG refers to products and/or services. Moreover, under no circumstances such a non-binding offer shall constitute an undertaking that the product and/or service is available – now or in future – at a certain place.

5. DATA PROTECTION
Please note that access data is collected whenever the website of ERNST GROB AG is visited. However, no individual-related analysis of this data will be made. The data will be held in confidence and will not be disposed to third parties.

Upon a visit to the website of ERNST GROB AG a so-called cookie is placed in the memory of the visitor’s computer. This technology primarily aims to collect figures of visitors. The behavior of a single visitor is not monitored.

6. AMENDMENTS TO THESE PROVISIONS
ERNST GROB AG is entitled to amend the provisions of this disclaimer at any time, and such amendments are binding on the visitor of the website of ERNST GROB AG. The visitor should visit this website regularly in order to be informed on the current provisions as they are binding on him.

7. JURISDICTION AND APPLICABLE LAW
The legal relationship, if any, between ERNST GROB AG and the visitor of the website of ERNST GROB AG shall be governed by substantive Swiss law, and the exclusive place of jurisdiction for all disputes in connection with such legal relationship shall be Zurch (Switzerland).